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Biosonic® high quality acoustic system

Biosonic® highlights
Invisible power
Nonbeliever attitude to feel such sensations 
without seeing any big speakers.

Controlled power
A very high sound level is possible: 
Biosonic® do not  attack listeners even when 
you are very close to the speakers. The 
neighbors are quiet.

Compactness
5” thick, finishing in order to your interior; 
nobody can suspect  that you hide such a 
powerfull sound system.

Ease of use
You can talk to your guests listening to every 
kind of music in the best conditions without 
screaming.

Work of impassioned
The development  and research team is 
composed by sound addicted looking for one 
and only goal: the sound restitution as true as 
natural.



BEFORE

AFTER

The compactness and the modularity of 
Biosonic® soundsystems allowed to take 
benefit of the losing space around flat 
screens or cinema screens, integrating the 
electronic hardware for example. Biosonic® 
soundsystem offers a great  liberty of 
composition and integration.

You decide to show it or not in your interior 
until it  became totaly transparent for the 
eyes  but still very present  for your hears. 
Biosonic® definitly associates elegance and 
performance.



Appartment in Geneva, Switzerland

More about Biosonic®

True sound and visual esthetic concept, the 
Biosonic® is a very special acoustic system 
developped by the french company 
DIVATECH. The concept is about to 
associate high definition speakers and 
organic low to provide a unique listening 
quality.

From study to realization passing by the 
manufacture of its own filters, DIVATECH 
looked to maximize parameter such as 
dynamic for a very real restitution of sound.

The Biosonic® patent  created and deposited 
by DIVATECH is about a concept  which 
consist  to generate a sound wave on a 
multiple number of speakers designed in a 
determinate order, in very little thick 
separate volumes (from 5”). This wave free 
itself from most  of the listening resonances 
for an unequalled result  of sound spectrum. 
As a matter of fact, this process limits sound 
transmission by solid-state way. The music 
reproduction is faithful and authentic without 
any aggressiveness wherever you listen to it.



Range of finishing



Appartment in Paris, France



Loft in parisian suburbs, France 



Groupama’s movie theatre, France



Some of our clients :
These clients trust us to conceive prestigious and very high quality installations. Their satisfaction and their testimony are 
our best publicity.

   Palais des congrès

            Sound diffusion of the welcoming spaces and conference rooms.

 
  Groupama

  Conception and execution of an audio installation for a 400 seats private movie theatre.

  Cap Gemini

  Conception and execution of an audio installation for a 150 seats conference room.

   EuropaCorp
 
   Conception and execution of an audio installation for a private movie theatre.



The company’s knowledge link to high quality requirements allow Divatech to deal with ambitious works as project 
manager to insure high level service. The company  is doing the technical follow up as well as equipement after-sales 
services.

      Conceptor and creator of acoustic systems
    Stereo or multichanel configurations, bass-reflex or close charge speakers, actives or passives, low box, surround 
speakers, on demand or prototypes, audio cables and video.

      Sound spaces creator
      Identification of diffusion zones and definition of needed equipments for indoor or outdoor public adress installations.
    
      Study and optimization of room acoustic
    Measure and analyze of sound reflexions and preventive acoustic treatment of ground, wall, ceiling for meeting or 
conference rooms, auditorium, recording studio.

      Integrator of audiovisual equipment
     Definition of the synoptic, integration study in the room, integration and installation of equipments, acoustic tests and 
adjustment of the system, assistance. Interventions for all types of audiophile or home cinema installations, visio-
conference, professionnal studio.
    
      Optimization and adjustment of existing installations
      Study and balancing of made sound compare to the acoustic of the room for home or professionnals systems in stereo 
or multichanel configuration.
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